FROM THE EDITORS’ DESK

Fables and Fantasies are not something just out of storybooks; each of our lives has treasured moments, moments that make life worth living; we hope that our graduating batch experienced a multitude of such moments during their stay at KGP. We would like to remind you that it’s not just the significant events but the everyday instances that are worth remembering, those late nights at 2.2, hanging out at cheddiss, cramming for tests, and so much more. Thus, we have attempted to capture your fantastic tale into this small memoir.

After months of effort in planning, designing and deliberation, we are more than proud to present to you this fantastic memento titled ‘The Grimoire of Time’ that we are pleased to have produced; we hope that it invokes as much joy as we expect and rejuvenates your memories of KGP. We have tried to make this a memoir that you can look back upon years later and still be overwhelmed with emotions and fond memories.

Your fable at KGP was filled with ups and downs, magic and fantasy; thus, to capture this unique story, we felt that our theme ‘A portal to fantasy’ was the most fitting. Let us walk back to those moments that were filled with magic; we hope that you will take forward the magic you have acquired at KGP and take it forward throughout your life. Though your journey here has ended, you will always be one of us, a KGPian. We hope you enjoyed the ride and best of luck with your next adventure.
My former KG plans.

Every year, this day brings a bundle of emotions that the people in this institute share with the outstanding students. The cold month of December feels the bright nonchalant faces of the students who come with their extraordinary maneuvers and proactive demeanor of the Silent human that they discover eventually in the process of evolution.

I congratulate you on your graduation day and could not be more proud, to know you through the sobriety of your brilliant minds that transcended every challenge into an opportunity. Being in academia for almost four decades, I can tell you my friends that you are the future Ambassadors of this country and this Institute and you will lead by example to substantiate the legacy that ET Khargpur stands for.

This year ET Khargpur outshined to finish 2nd position at 2nd Inter ET Aquatics Meet that comprised of 250 athletes from 14 Indian Institutes of Technology. ET Khargpur topped the list in swimming with four new inter ET Khargpur records in men’s and women’s events that included 4 new meet records. After seven successful ET Tech meets, ET KGP bagged Gold in 7. Silver in 3 and Bronze in 3 of the ending events. Two undergraduate student teams belonging to Prof. Dr. C. S. S. and Prof. Dr. Mahendra were awarded as the winners in the National Round of Student Design Challenge held by the Empower 2022, a conference on assembled robotics solutions. Four teams namely Team Traditional Lovers, Team Anokha, Team Anacondas and Team ET KGP were the four winners from ET Khargpur who won the Smart India Hackathon conducted all over India.

These accolades fill us with the sense of gratification as your mentors by amplifying your performance in all the genres. Make your mission to guide humanity and revive the planet and its resources. Initiate enterprises, industries, start-ups, off development projects that can touch lives of the people at large with combined vision towards national development and international outreach.

I urge you to focus your interests around affordable technologies and tech-savvy social convergence by being empathetic towards environment and society at large. You need to develop stewardship and national integration by revitalizing the spirit of sharing and cooperation among communities. Nation-building, imbibe the three Ps, Passion, Perseverance, and Persistence to engage in the welfare of the people that will be channelized into the greater good of Humanity. As the Institution of Eminence with a quantifiable mandate in producing people, ideas and programmes that best serve the nation, I hope you will exemplify to be the Business Alumni of ET Khargpur. Your pedagogy, teachers and family have worked hard with you to build your understanding, wisdom, and passion. Always remember whatever Swami Vivekanand said, “Education is the manifestation of perfection already existing in man”. Keep upgrading and sharpen your expertise to enjoy the process of learning and growing as you write ahead your journey of life.

Don’t limit your scope, challenge your limits. We must strive every day for constant and never ending improvement. Above all, be a student and learn, learn all your life. Step up to me in the indescribable splendor of life as the world awaits to be dominated by your presence. I am confident that you will be the Leaders of Young India in 2047 by contributing towards making Bharat, Amritabh. I congratulate you and your family for better success in the future and take care of your parents. I wish you every year while devoting their life. finally, enjoy life and its simple joys, be grounded, but aim for the sky and higher.

Best Wishes!

Prof. Virendra Kumar Tewari
Director
On behalf of IIT Kharagpur administration, faculty and staff, I extend a sincere congratulation and best of luck to our newest alumni, the class of 2022! I am so proud of you that words can really articulate. This success is undoubtedly the outcome of your grit and perseverance, the unfailing support of your family, the dedication of your diligent faculty who gave boundless time igniting young minds; also ensuring a balance in your psychological well-being and academic achievements at the same time, and the efficient staff members whose commitment and hard work has always ensured a supportive environment in this Institute.

You embarked on your journey in IIT Kharagpur in pursuit of knowledge and with an ambition to build an illustrious career. I am certain, as you look back, you will see that there is a long and winding path that has led you to this moment. It is our earnest endeavour to impart emerging knowledge to the students for developing world class expertise, capable of meeting global challenges of technology, management and health care. I am sure that our students will make magnificent contribution in further accelerating the pace of development in the world and will utilise their education, knowledge and skills in the service of the nation by being good human beings, sincere and honest professionals and a righteous citizens.

Graduation should never mean goodbye. Remember graduates, you are forever part of our IIT Kharagpur community. As Kiplian, I sincerely hope you will remain connected in some way to your Alma Mater. Thank you in advance for helping to showcase the value of your IIT Kharagpur education and the impact that it will have as you engage the world. Wherever you are in whatever position, please remember your Alma Mater where it all began and try to support this institute in all possible ways you can. You are our greatest ambassadors and with your success and our efforts the Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur will fulfill the expectation of our nation.

All the best!
Dear Graduating Class of 2022,

On behalf of Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur, I offer my heartfelt congratulations to the graduating class of 2022. This is a great accomplishment based on your years of hard work and dedication. I would also like to offer my sincerest congratulations and gratitude to the family members who have encouraged and supported you all.

It has been a long, perhaps exhausting and not always fun-filled, but certainly a fruitful and rewarding journey. Most well deserved!

But this is not the end; it is rather the beginning of a new, perhaps even more exciting and challenging journey that will lead you to the next level.

On behalf of the Alumni Affairs, it is my privilege to welcome you all to be new members of the largest, illustrious and vibrant group of Alumni of IIT Kharagpur. In the coming years, I would ask you not to forget your institute, professors and fellows. I encourage you to not only give back to the institute by supporting institute development activities, programmes and scholarships, but also by keeping us updated on the many achievements you will experience in your careers and personal lives. Being an alumni, it is an additional responsibility that you are our esteemed ambassadors for effectively portraying the image and vision of our great institution.

We will always take great pride in your achievements. We recognize, acknowledge, and embrace our alumni as vital stakeholders in the developments of the Institute and to take it to even greater heights. As a member of the Alumni family, stay connected with us to receive the latest updates and notifications of our events and programmes instantaneously.

Let's go and build a better future.

Congratulations again to the graduates. The entire Institute is very proud of you.

Hearty congratulations and my very best wishes to the Graduating Class of 2022. I am extremely happy and proud of your accomplishments. I hope all of you realize that this is a new milestone in your life and life takes a different and exciting trajectory now with unlimited opportunities.

Through your sheer hard work and dedication, you have earned your academic spurs, which not just bestows a degree but also brings great responsibility on to your shoulders. I hope that you take up this responsibility seriously and make a huge and positive impact on society. I am confident that the education imparted here in IIT Kharagpur has turned you into thorough professionals with excellent skills ready to face any challenge. I also hope that the time you spent at IIT Kharagpur has also turned you into a very good human being sensitive to the problems of the humanity. I sincerely hope that you will flourish in your career and personal lives and bring joy and hope to our countrymen.

I once again wish you all the very best with the hope that your association with your alma mater will grow stronger in coming years and you continue to engage with it.

-Prof. Debashish Chakravarty
Associate Dean, Alumni Affairs

-Prof. Maddali Ramgopal
Dean, Faculty of Engineering and Architecture
Congratulations and my very best wishes to the graduating class of 2022. On behalf of the Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur, I appreciate and congratulate your parents and family members for continuously providing support and encouragement to our students here.

Looking at each one of you, I feel my heart being filled with pride and joy. This is a new milestone in the life of our graduates. Our graduates are equipped with the skill and knowledge to face new challenges in life. I sincerely hope that the knowledge, values, skills, and attitudes acquired during your studies at this Institute will enable you to become contributors to a sustainable society and important individuals in the nation's life.

I believe that in the developing world, governance standards will continue to improve if current and future leaders like yourselves insist on good governance and integrity. I urge you to bear this in mind when you are in positions of authority as it is the responsibility of each of you to ensure that the developing world exploits its full potential. You should not be reliant on aid and strive towards becoming self-sufficient.

On this day, I would like to remind you that your relationship with IIT Kharagpur does not end here. In fact, your journey is just the beginning of a life-long connection to your IITKGP community. You are the brand ambassadors of this institute. You will always be welcome here to share your wisdom and experiences, and delight us with the stories of your success.

My dear students—never stop dreaming. Nurture your curiosity. Cherish the values that IIT Kharagpur has instilled in you. I am wishing all the graduates all the very best in their future endeavors.

Prof. G P Raja Sekhar
Dean, Faculty of Sciences (FoS)

It gives me immense pleasure to extend my heartfelt felicitation to all the graduates on accomplishing this milestone in your life all because of your hard work and perseverance! You truly deserve the success. I wish you to aim high and not to stop till you get there.

At IIT Kharagpur, you had the opportunity to witness firsthand the creation of new ideas and technologies and to learn from leaders in the field of science, humanities, engineering, and management. It is now your turn to creatively apply the knowledge and experience you gained during your studies, for the benefit of the nation. My message to you would be to remain inspired, motivated, and driven, as you begin a fresh chapter in your life. I am confident that as you go through life, you will not only contribute in building of the nation, but you will also be the leaders in shaping a more prosperous, equitable and sustainable world.

It is my wish that each and every one of you continue to stay associated with our Institute alumni family, and that will provide us the opportunity to welcome you back to the campus in the years ahead.

I wish you every success in your new endeavors.

Prof. Saswat Chakrabarti
Dean, Faculty of Bio-technology and Bio-Sciences & Student Affairs
The Students’ Alumni Cell is a voluntary student body that works under the aegis of Dean of Alumni Affairs, IIT Kharagpur. With a plethora of events and initiatives undertaken around the year, the organization believes in delivering with utmost diligence. The Alumni Cell aims to bridge the gap between the institute and its esteemed alumni community.

The cell continuously endeavours to strengthen the relations of the alumni of this Institute and their alma mater. It has been instrumental in organizing the Annual Alumni Meet, Regional Student Alumni Meet, regular guest lectures by distinguished alumni in the campus, publishing the annual literary magazine (Yearnings of Yore) & the annual Yearbook. The Students’ Alumni Cell also operates the Student Alumni Mentorship Programme, My Imprint (Giving Back Alumni contribution) and organizes Alvida (the annual farewell dinner).

The Students’ Alumni Cell continuously aims to strengthen relations between the institute and its alumni and develop, sustain and expand student-alumni interaction opportunities under the guidance of Dean Outreach.
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There will be none other like this!
—Sakar Mandal
(18EC10049)

"It’s true that we blame illu at the start but that is what makes us cry at the end. I still remember how I used to hate going to work for the illu and used to think when all this will end. I still remember how hard we worked for making it work and a small drench of rain would make us low and scared. After actively participating in my second year of illu at LLR and seeing the after results...it really made me proud and happy about illu. Illu has teamwork... and its like a family event where all participate in it. It was really a good time which helped me bond well with seniors and my fellow hallmates. Not having illu for 2020 really made me sad. Illu becomes a part of me when I truly participate in it. Was lucky enough to witness a central mini illu in 2021. Participated in the hall even I had placements to get that satisfaction. Illu is the way KGP celebrates diwali... Endless nights and co-ordination of each batch results into this unique way of celebration."
—Dhruvi Sinh Ninhauin (18EE10066)
The 18th Annual Alumni Meet is one of the flagship events of IIT Kharagpur conducted by the Students’ Alumni Cell. The event is organized to rekindle the relationships that our alumni have with the institute. The Ruby Jubilee, Silver Jubilee and Golden Jubilee batches are invited for this grand event. It is a time of great festivity for our alumni with them reverting back to their college selves and relishing again the various attachments that they treasured during their time at KGP. The 18th edition of the AAM themed 'Carnival' was conducted from 10th to 13th March 2022.
MESSAGE FROM THE VP

Shivam Singh
Vice President, TSG

“Life is a journey, make sure you enjoy it and make it count!”

Though our BGP life was filled with uncounted circumstances with a global pandemic starting the past few years, it was quite a lot. We are grateful to have all BGPians to help us understand and navigate through the times of wars. I am truly beholden to the whole student community for this. And as a final note for our reunion, the moment we celebrate the last event of college life, our memories of the past will remain forever in our hearts.

Shivam Singh
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"A golden semester ended, with that my Dual Degree in IIT Kharagpur.
The last semester was quite a special one. It started with an online class at our homes and ended with going
PPT somewhere in a hall station inside a cab while raining. My KGP journey started in rain and ended in rain, I would like to take
a moment and thank all my teachers, my batchmates
and my juniors for thier constant support, help, guidance and competition.
It is tough to tag everyone since 100% of people helped me
when I was in need. As they say, Help will always be given at IIT KGP to those who ASK for it. I feel very blessed to be
part of a great college with a great legacy among students to pass on whatever they received.
I always felt my number is very related to my career number. In my years 17E13008 and CD308, I was blessed with
and C1D308. In second years: 17E13008 and H3C04.
(Except: H116 in second year.) I can see me transforming from my photos for the left (covering campus on 24.11.2017) to right
(lefting campus on 11.05.2022), I always felt like

In KGP your Mobile, your cycle and your Laptop become an extension of your human body. You feel soulful and complete if you have them.

I should definitely mention my Drive link
- JKR material and my Facebook page - JKR PUNDA. I learned a lot
while maintaining them. "A word of Speech in a work of Action" is what KGP taught me.
Thank you KGP and KGPians for making me a better version of myself.

Last but not least, Once an ITian, always an
ITian. Cheers a KGPian, always a KGPian. Once we live in KGP
KGP lives in you. P.S. I have observed people
are signing off, but I haven't received any documents from ERP to sign off.
Your fellow KGPians

Jogendra Kalyanraman
(17E13004)
Mere words can't begin to describe what the institute stands for in the heart of a KGPian. It is a place of kinship, hope and excitement for many of us and a home away from home for nearly every KGPian. True to the culture passed on over the years, this 2100 acre campus has a rich past and stories that would bewilder you even today. This lush green campus away from the hustle and bustle of big cities inspires feelings of tranquillity and peace in all those who wash up on its shores.
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"अपने वास्तव में अपने लोगों पर आपने सब बनाया है।
उनके लोग मुझे सब पसंद, साथ रहने से यह आता है।
मानदंड के पत्ते की कोशिश नहीं है। केवल उसमें,
पर जवाब बोलता हूँ, अगर मेरे में आपस में आता है।
क्यों अपने लोगों, अपने वर्षाता है?
भूमि में छोटा वर्षाता है।
अपनी से वोरीनें नहीं पूछता है।
वहाँ का जरूरत ही नहीं पड़ता।
बने बोलें, पतले चंद्रमा जीतता है।
क्यों अपने लोगों, अपने वर्षाता है?
लोगों ने कहा यह तुमफिया सुंदर है,
तो उसका ही कस्बा से आता है।
कहना नहीं होता के अनजान के कमी,
अपने दोहरे होती ही रूझान करता है।
ऐसेही कुछ लोग, अपने बन जाता है।

—Kamal Arun Bose
(17MA20053)
THE KGP CULTURE

It's a place where we arrive as children and depart as grownups. It's a home away from home that we'll cherish forever. It is more than a place of learning; it is a place that nurtures us, where we have made lifelong friends, and where we have been shown the path of life. A 2100 acres of absolute enchantment! KGP is a different world itself. Well, we have our own unique food items prepared which can't be found anywhere else, as well as a dynamic sense of solidarity among the college's various cultures. We have our own small culture to live by, with a large campus, endless chances, and different hangout spots. We all have our own unique ways of commemorating various occasions and festivals, and practically everything has a never-ending tempo.
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SPRING FEST
Spring Fest is one of the biggest social and cultural fests in the country. The three-day carnival held in the month of January is attended by students from all over the country. The fest this year was full of fun filled competitions along with majestic Starmight with celebrity artists like KK, Proteek Kabad, Order of Chaos, Shalmali Kholgade and Sadhguru. It is one of the most memorable time for students and gives them a break from the hectic academic session. The annual fest paints the Institute in the colours of happiness and is eagerly awaited by students for the entire year.
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The annual technost management fest of IIT KGP provides a platform for every student from all over India to show their scientific and managerial talent. Started in 2004 to provide the technical and brilliant minds with a platform to showcase their talent, Kshitij has grown exponentially and is recognized nationally. There are a variety of technical and management events along with entertainment events with renowned artists. Kshitij also undertakes social initiatives with NGOs. Workshops are also conducted at various locations across India along with guest lectures, exhibitions and mega shows. The 19th edition was conducted from 5th March to 6th March 2022 with the theme Chromatic Glaams.
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“Was lucky to be a part to organize the departmental abuses meet in 2022. Listening to the abuses of the batches of 1971, 1972, 1981, 1982, 96, and 97 was so nice. It’s true that KGP is more about the people than the place itself. The experiences they said about dept was hilarious and scary at the same time. But none the less, it was an eye-opener from it too. Wondering what would be the situation when I would walk into the department as an alum!”
—Pramit Sen Nicha, 18CHI0066

“Life at KGP to be described in one word is—Janam? And why not? The place where everything seems so peaceful and at the same time exciting. Surely couldn’t have asked for a better KGP life than what I have already lived. What not done? Nothing left, tried, and twisted everything, be it service/tech/arts, be it exploring all the places, dancing crazily in 2.2 whole night, crashing with PDA’s and what not. Got amazing Janams with whom I enjoyed my final semester a hell lot, and obviously how can the Janam be devoid of my Jaans? My roommates and group friends with whom I have went to all the trips inside and outside KGP. Life being an entrepreneur was a bonus point for me, as I made hell lot of friends and bonded with many of them. I am still thinking, how will I control my tears when I will be getting Convocated from the place that has made me what I am.”
—Nikhil Agarwal, 18CHI0036

GLOBAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP SUMMIT
GES
Global Entrepreneurship Summit, a three-day summit where you compete with the best and learn from even better. It is one of the flagship events of the Entrepreneurship Cell, IIT Kharagpur. Abiding by its motto, it is indeed an 'Epitome Of Innovation providing a huge platform for the confluence of new-age entrepreneurs, eminent business personalities, venture capitalists and college students. It's a magnificent initiative that gives wings of fire to the young ignited minds to take off into the entrepreneurial world and forge their future. Empresario. Million at Stake. Kharagpur Angel Network, GES Pitchers, Intern Carnival and Co-founders Meet all fuel the students to learn the very latest ruling skills of the business world.
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"The time when I missed Ilia as we were at home due to covid. 
Na koi sheme h, na koi trum h. 
Days to jale kafi pr adarna sa dream h. 
Multiple to chhado stha na single night one. 
Mint na kripa he good me bade or tempo abh. 
Na koi koi border h, na koi filling h jale ki. 
Na koi yaha na split ke karte purdi ke puchhe bhaag jane ki. 
4 sal hain ghru pr dard na mna hain. 
Lekin aaye 2nd home ki ek kamai si h, 
Ghar saja da, lighting or do se. 
Lekin ta dekha bhi ankli me ek nami si h, 
Na hi hamse li kar ke gosha sama jane. 
Secha hla hradharmo se phed vo dwaal manege."

~Devendra Pardal (17ME3005)

Life at KGP without a doubt is hectic, but what I learned the most from it is how to manage tasks even at the time of immense pressure, and how to enjoy and live your moments despite having an upcoming exam or an interview. KGP made me strong mentally by dealing with failures.

Also, thank you KGP for getting me the love of my life and friends who will never be forgotten. ~Aditya T

~Sujata Mallick (17ME3015)

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

"Exploring cultivation, discovering nature"

Manoranjan Sinha (HOD)
Aakshay Prakash
Amaalip Ghosh
Anup Ghosh
Arnav Roy
Bhargav Nath Singh
Chetansumrt Sureshbjl Mitra
Dipak Kumar Maiti
Kalyan Prasad Sinhamahapatra
Munna Kumar Lahs
Manoranjan Sinha
Mira Mitra

Mrinal Kaushik
Nabu Kumar Painda
Praasad Jaina
Ratan Joarder
Sandip Saha
Sibi Hota
Somnath Ghosh
Srinita Karmaker
Sunil Monohar Dash
Suresh Ghuntra Pradhan
Susmita Bhattacharya
Agricultural and Food Engineering

“Exploring cultivation, discovering nature”

Nitu Banerjee (HOD)
Abir Chakraborty
Adipunya Mitra
Aney Pathak
Ashish Kumar Datta
Ashok Mishra
Bhabani Sankar Das
Chandranath Chatterjee
Dinesh Kumar Ray
Dibyendu Kumar
Dillip Kumar Swain
Gourav Dhar Bhowmick
Harish Chandra Mishra
Hifueh Rahman
Jayanta Mitra
Joydeep Banerjee
Kamlash Narayan Tiwari

Kaniska Bhunia
Madan Kumar Jha
Narendra Singh Raghuvanshi
Nirupa Mallick
Piyush Soni
Poulomi Ganguly
Praveen Kumar Sappali
Prem Prakash Srivastava
P Srinivas Rao
Punyadarsilini Puram Tripathy
Rajendra Machuvaram
Rajendra Singh
Somasbha Chakraborty
Thomas E V
Tridib Kumar Goswami
Virendra Kumar Tewari
Vishwanath Nagerajan
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
"We fight zombies in our spare time"

Bhiman Charan Mehtap (HOD)
Amar Nath Samanta
Amiya Kumar Jana
Arnisab Atta
Bhaskar Bhadur
Debasish Sarkar
Gargi Das
Hardikaran G
Jayanta Chakraborty
Jayanta Kumar Basu
Koustuv Ray
Manish Kaushal

Monojit Chakraborty
Nabijan Chandra Pradhan
Parag Arvind Deshpande
Kawal Pratap Singh
Prasanta Panda
Somenath Ganguly
Sonali Sengupta
Soumya Mandal
Sudipto Chakraborty
Surindra Dasgupta
Swambhu Varanasi
Swati Neogi

Arpan Khan Tripathi
Rahul Meshram
Chirantan Dey
Mohammad Asif
Baleesh Shiwani
Vikash Kumar Chourasia

Gour Priyanka
Roshan Kumar
Vineetwar Singh
Vimal Kumar Saholi
Ankur Mali
Monika Jindal

Siddha Rama Devi
Revathy
Deepak Saini
Deepa Pratap
Deepak Pratap
Khalid Ali
Mukesh Kumar
Indra Bhushan
Anand Patil
Jumal Gul

Siddhi Saini
Dipak Pratap
Kuldeep Palitdar
Nilesh Desai
Raju Pratap
Deepak Palitdar
Dinesh Kumar
Sarfaraz Hussain
Vishal Singh
Cryogenic Engineering

Venimadhav Adyam (HOD)
Abhay Singh Gour
Indranil Ghosh

Parthasarathi Ghosh
Pavitra Sandhya
Tapas Kumar Nandi
Tripti Sekhar Datta

Shivam Keshawani
20CR0601 - MMH
shivamkeshawani@gmail.com

Chaitanya Vinod Patil
20CR0602 - MMH
craithpatil06@gmail.com

Jidker Vinod Chandrashekhar
20CR0603 - MMH
jidkerchandrashekhar@gmail.com

Amresh Kumar
20CR0611 - MMH

Ashwini Dhasda
20CR0612 - MMH
ashwink106@gmail.com

Jothirmal Vimal Mohan
20CR0613 - MMH
jothirmalvimal@gmail.com

Rajesh Kumar Meena
20CR0614 - MMH
rajeshkumar952@gmail.com

Sriram Prasad
20CR0615 - MMH

Nitrogen Dhilinya
20CR0616 - MMH
shilp.123@gmail.com

Meeta Saha
20CR0617 - MMH
meetaaaaa@gmail.com

Muhammad Musthafa
20CR0618 - MMH

Pinaki Prasad
20CR0619 - MMH

Suman Saha
20CR0620 - MMH

S emphaticery makes you stronger.

The world is a harsh place, but it is also a beautiful place.

The only thing that makes sense is to make more doors.

You create them.

What the world needs now is more doors, not less.

It's better to knock, build a door.

Whoever said that life was too short to spend it hating.
HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

“Science of humanity balances the cause of society”

Kishor Goswami (HOD)
Amrita Sen
Anjali Roy
Anubhav Pattanayak
Anuradha Choudry
Anway Mukherjee
Anvesha Aditya
Archana Patnaik
Bani Bhattacharya
Bhagirath Behra
Bimal Kishore Sahoo
Binita Tiwari
Bhupat Piplai (Mondal)
Dipta Bakshi
Gourishankar S Hiremath
H S Komalakha
Inder Sekhar Yadav

Jenia Mukherjee
Jiten Mitra
Kallash Bhairi Lal Srivastava
Manju Kumar Mahalik
Mukamala Kameshwar Rao
Narayan Chandra Nayak
Priyadarshi Patnaik
Pulak Mishra
Rabindr Kumar Pradhan
Rima Bhattacharya
Rishabh Rai
Rasuwat Samay Das
Sowma
Siddhartha Chattopadhyay
Sondatta Bhattacharya
Sukhita Chopra Chatterjee
Sunanda Ghosh
Vijay Nath Giri
Mathematics

"Hence proved, we are the best"
MINING ENGINEERING

“Dig deeper within yourself to excavate the hidden gem”

Samir Kumar Pal (HOD)
Abhiram Kumar Verma
Aditya Kumar Patra
Arun Kumar Majumder
Ashis Bhattacherjee
Basanta Kumar Pratap
Bibhuti Bhusan Mandal
Biswajit Samantar
Debashish Chakravarty
Debasis Deb
Ishwarch Snoevisya Rao
Jayanta Bhattacherya
Karman Umamaheshwar Rao
Kaushe Dey
Khanimera Pathak
Rakesh Kumar
Samir Kumar Das
Shantanu Kumar Patel
Shyam Prasad Bhimigandhi
Sunida Mishra
SCHOOLS OF MEDICAL SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY

"Think Above the Seventh Cloud"

Soumen Das (HOD)
Arun Kumar De
Budhaditya Mukherjee
Debashree Guha Adhaya
Gayatri Mukherjee
Gorachand Dutta
Koel Chaudhury
Mahisho Mandai

Manjunatha Mahadevappa
Marc J. Madou
Nishant Chakravorty
Praphulla Chandra Shukla
Sangeeta Das Bhattacharya
Santani Dhara
Subhasis Mandal

Kuchna Vami
Tushar Shandari
Binay Kumar Shaw
Mohit Tadari
Vemula Krishna
Kshiti Kumar Verma

Satyavrat Singh
Biswa Pradhan
Prodeep Kewat
Vichal Kumar
Jaskirina Shikha

Raju Chaudhury
Dinesh Kumar
Harshad Das
Gaurav Tripathy
Rajib Kumar
Sourav Panigiri
Physics

"It's not tempo, it's called energy"
SUDHIR CHOWDHURY SCHOOL OF QUALITY AND RELIABILITY
“Think Above the Seventh Cloud”

Ashok Kumar Pradhan (HOD)
Heena Gargema
Monalisa Sarma

Neeraj Kumar Goyal
Rajni Nandan Rai
Sanjay Kumar Chaturvedi
V N Achutha Naikan

Lalit Lohurray Maring
Ragupati M
Prathviraj K I
Jaganath D G
Ranjita Mohapatra
Parbhu Vishal
Vipin Bhakranar Nai
Amandeep Ahlawat
Parminder Singh
Rohit Kashyap Patil
Garima Dutt

Nitesh Kumar Bhoi
Ashish Kumar Lakra
Arpan Majumdar
Pawan Kumar Sah

Pritanka Choudhary
Eashwar Praeen
Manish Kumar Singh
Arpit Srivastava
Keshav Dubey

NHANIC
BCS
ACC
BCS

Butterfly
Ara

Monochrome
Black
White

Astronomical
Symbol

Globe
with
Stars

Hand
with
Sun

Snake
with
Circles

Skull
SCHOOLS OF WATER RESOURCE

"Think Above the Seventh Cloud"

Ashok Kumar Gupta (HOD)
Bhabagrahi Sahoo

Manoj Kumar Tiwari
Partha Sarathi Ghosal
Renji Remesan
EVERY PLACE HAS A STORY
The smell of an early morning cup of 'chai' gives rise to a new spirit and fills up countless students with enthusiasm for a new day. This place serves as a conclusion to an all-nighter for some KGPians, whereas serving as an early morning tea place for others. Chedis is one of the closest places to a KGPian's heart outside the campus.

A place with good food, low prices and great memories that's what most people think of when they think of Tikka. Located next to MT Hall, Tikka is a hangout for all KGPians. With its plastic tables and chairs and various stalls that colour in its landscape, it is a place of great nostalgia.

A place where KGPians prove their mettle and show their spirit. Tata Sports Complex is home to a multitude of football and cricket grounds, often frequented by sports enthusiasts. It is one of the most popular places at KGP, during inter IITs, GCIs etc. The atmosphere at Tata is just electric with cheering crowds and amazing displays of sportsmanship.

Nalanda is one of the biggest complexes in India with a capacity of 30,000 students. The complex was inaugurated by the IIT Kharagpur Alumni. It draws inspiration from the first-ever university in the world and rightfully is the temple of knowledge. Established in 2012, it is the backbone of the academic achievements of KGP.
Named after our first director Shi Jnan Chandra Ghosh, Jnan Ghosh Stadium is a place that promotes excellence in the field of sportsmanship. After its recent renovation in 2019 for inter BT, it is better than ever. The air at Jnan Ghosh is just electric, fueled by the sweat and dedication of the athletes who grace its tracks.

Sup Dup is frequented by many ‘cha’ and ‘food’. With its quaint location away from the bustling crowd, it is a hub for friends who want to share a tea together and enjoy the tranquility and peace that this place offers.

The Lakeside is one of the most tranquil and scenic locations at KGP; located behind the gymkhana, it is home to the sounds of chirping birds, lush greenery, and the beautiful gymkhana lake. It is a place that sparks an inner feeling of peacefulness away from the hustle at KGP.

The central hub of all student activities happening around the campus, starting from various sports and cultural practice to 12 AM birthday celebrations, this place has seen it all. With modern infrastructure, this place boasts state of art indoor courts.
HOOMANS OF KGP

There are two kinds of girls in college which one to choose?
One who likes to go on to another who doesn’t like it.
If you like to go on, then the second category doesn’t suit you.
But if you don’t like it, the second category suits you.
And if you like to do it, then the second category suits you.
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KGP Thanks for making me what I am.
Kris Malhotra (BIEE 2006)

Pleasure surprises catching up
with one of my nomads during my
JEE preparation day and not to mention
the whole work’s!(KOL)

Sneha Mudgal (BIEE 2006)
HOOMANS OF KGP

"As all of us began on 24th July 2017 when I reached the station abdomen be the 3 Pines which have become one of the most kind places, KGP."

The place made me laugh and smile and gave me hope. It made me tough with suffering challenges and making me fight back whenever I was on the verge of quitting.

KGP nourished me the true spirit of entrepreneurship.

"And being a true player, scoring me from knowledge and necessity complete the pie of healthy competition along with the power and importance of reason.

It made me realize how real this world while transforming into innocent, immature and driven round young, which was matured (enough), responsible and individual."

The journey wasn’t easy but then when I look back, I realize it was made enjoyable by number of amazing people called Crimson, that I can’t have it truly incomplete without their contributions.

Last but not the least, for me life in KGP was also musically transforming. I\n\nt, once again ephorized me to the love, deeply rooted for the music which was in my soul during my preparation. I met my musical Guru at the place and the education of music was like the light house on an island in the deep sea of stress and stress from demanding academics and extra curricula. It always guided me and hope was handed to the throne of hope and belief."

THANK YOU

for everything KGP.

 Proud to sign off... "17MA20036"... 
... Hanuman Bhaskar Surjade 
(17MA20036)
SOCIETIES
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SOCIETIES

TRAN
“We For ‘Wellness’”

“Talk is cheap, show me the code”

MEGALITH
“You see the world, the way we build”

PRAVAH
“Manchhamara hai”

KSHITIJ
“Avant Garde. The Luminaries. The Ardent”

MASK
“You like animal too?”

PRODEX
“Innovative products with great impact”

QUANT CLUB
“Think. Act. Invest”

SOCIETIES

SOCIETY OF METALLURGICAL ENGINEERS
“A round off to a marvelous year for SME, with grand revivals to our big events, new connections and exciting plans for the coming year.”

SPECTRA
“To paint is not just a story to tell but a reality to experience, because words cannot express what the soul feels.”

TECHNOLOGY ENVIRONMENT SOCIETY

SWG
“With every KGfian throughout their journey”

TDS
“Hip Hop Don’t Stop”

TEPS
“Until we roll for the next time :)

SAMUDRA MANTHAN
“Making Maritime Research a Reality”

TLS
“A growing family full of happiness, joy, warmth and love that might surprise you!”
Illumination’ or ‘Illu’ is one of our oldest and most treasured bits of culture. After days worth of grueling effort, we make beautiful designs on grids of bamboo known as chatais, though Illu isn’t just about the beauty that these designs provide by adorning KGP in a glow of light that envelopes the entirety of RGP. It’s also about the competitive nature of the events where halls put their tempo to the test of their tempo, competing with each other to see who comes on top, to a lot of halls the illu designs aren’t just decorations they are a symbol of the halls pride, started by the students of Azad hall initially it has grown into a tradition that unites the whole of RGP.
Another major Diwali tradition of KGP, don’t let its simple name fool you. This rangoli at KGP are no common rangoli, a marvel of design; these are huge murals made on the floor with colours mixed with sand. The sand is sifted at least a hundred times when run through the fingers to get a smooth silvery fineness. The colours are sourced locally or sometimes, from the South, for some rare colours. Colour mixing is the main challenge. They can be rejected several times by the ‘Dadas’ of the Rangoli team. Grids are first drawn on the floor, and then the colours are filled in by the design that can be illustrated by hand or on the computer. The shading is the trickiest part and can take hours to get things right. A strict timeline, stretching over at least two months, is drawn out and adhered to for the execution of the Rangolis.
“5 years on, Inter IIT Tech GC was missing from the KGP cabinet. Hence, it was simple for us. We were here to win. And win it big.”
HOOMANS OF KGP

*The story of my life at Kgp is not extraordinary. It is the story of everyone. The people, the memories, and the places are what made it special. When I came to my first year, I wanted to see how I was going to cope with the new intellectual world. I was glad, I felt the theory was good. I got a lot of time and a lot of experience through the people, plants, and last one. We made so many memories, the beach trips, going to Yandaloo top gym, and drinking at Malison student party, if everything was fine.

However, in the second year I faced people taking projects, learning courses online apart from field, and experiencing various assignments. I found out that I should be doing something. I was struggling to increase my GPA. People were doing experiments, and instead of being back in campus doing projects what I really want.

I started exploring different fields, I tried learning data, data science, but I found engineering in VGSOM, and then understanding if I should give GATE or go for MCA after that. I was able to get any opportunities in finance for my 3rd year seminars as well as important opportunities at a healthcare startup. Then, I discovered the field of UX design and never looked back.

I spent my time preparing for CAT, GATE, but my passion is in UX designing. It was getting difficult when I started giving my seminars off-camp. I felt the growing pain at the end of the 2nd year. I gave it. I had hoped to find something which I like and want to pursue my career in that field. My friends were equally supportive and helped me in the best possible way.

My final year was the most amazing time of the whole 3 years at Kgp. It taught me the value of time and now I am going through a difficult time but my friends will always be there for me. We used to meet up on weekends and enjoy.

I fell in love with the beauty of this place, the food, the people, the nature, the colors, the music, the people, the nature, the colors, the music.

-Sharnisha Vijaykumar Ramte (17C30022)

ALVIDA
CLASS OF 2022
INSTITUTE BLUE
Narendra Kumar Khichar - Athletics
Rajshree Sharma - Athletics
Tumboaum Gooty Mythri - Athletics
Aditya Kumar - Athletics
Shivam Singh - Athletics
Koustav Chakraborty - Chess
Janet Narzary - Athletics
Devanuj Deka - Badminton
Saloni Kirdak - Basketball
Pradeep Ranwa - Athletics
Pooja Bhagwan Arakh - Athletics
Shukur Mamud - Weightlifting
Neelayan Sikdar - Football
Pramod Giri - Athletics
Ijas Ahmed Madari - Football
Vasant Kumar - Football
Harsh Choudhary - Water Polo
Rahul Saxena - Water Polo
Devendra Patidar - Football
GYMKHANA AWARDS

HONOURABLE MENTIONS
Shubham Somnath Sahoo - Volleyball
Apar Sharma - Basketball
Rupali Kumari - Athletics
Mohammed Fahid M - Hockey
Pulkkit Kumar - Hockey

SPECIAL MENTIONS
Pooja Rawat - Table Tennis
Banoth Arun Nayak - Athletics
Ritesh Kumar - Chess
Rohit Jajodia - Cricket
Barsa Majumder - Swimming
Shreyash Dhar Dwivedi - Volleyball
Gaurav Insha - Hockey
Pranav Madhu - Hockey

ATHLETICS EXCELLENCE ALUMNI AWARD
Narendra Kumar Khichar - Athletics
Rajshree Sharma - Athletics
Tumbalam Gooty Mythri - Athletics
Aditya Kumar - Athletics

BHANDARKAR CUP
Shivam Singh - Athletics

ALUMNI CUP
Rajshree Sharma - Athletics
Tumbalam Gooty Mythri - Athletics
GYMKHANA AWARDS

INSTITUTE ORDER OF MERIT
Rupam Kumar Dubey
Unnikrishnan Nambari K
Chaitanya Shinde
R. Raghav

HONOURABLE MENTIONS
Abhirom S
Avi Sankritya

SPECIAL MENTIONS
Asthak Bakher
Ishita Ramkrishna Lade
Nikhil Agarwal

SRIMATI CHANDRAMANI CUP
Rupam Kumar Dubey

TECHNOLOGY

INSTITUTE ORDER OF MERIT
Mann Rakesh Goel
Amrit Goswami
Naman Paharia
Utkarsh Agrawal
Adarsh Gosal
Vibhakar Kaushik Mohta
Sudhanshu Shankar
Abhay Shukla

HONOURABLE MENTION
Shreyas Kowshik
Zenil Sanghvi
Mohit Singh

SPECIAL MENTION
R Hariharan
Adarsh Patnaik
Snehal Reddy Koukunta
Anshika Shristi
**GYMKHANA AWARDS**

**SPECIAL MENTION**
- R Hariharan
- Adarsh Patnaik
- Snehal Reddy Koukuntla
- Anshika Shristi

**PROF. G.S SANYAL CUP**
- Mann Rakesh Goel

**ALUMNI CUP**
- Divyamth Lg
Hoomans of KGP

Definitely, I can say that all the fun of 4 years on one side and the fun in just 3 days of Spring Fest is on another side. It’s just not a Fest, it’s an emotion for which the whole KGP and outside folks eagerly wait to Feel it. Some of my fondest memories have been made in these 3 offline SFs and I am very grateful to the SF team for that. Moments like Dancing crazily on 2.2, checking out the greenery, enjoying madly in Pronites, jamming energetically with random folks, exploring new places on campus with new peeps for (various things) and the list goes on. –Nikhil Agarwal (18CH10036)

Nostalgic Diaries
SPECIAL MENTIONS

Prof Jayanta Mukhopadhyay
Dean Outreach and Alumni Affairs | deanor@adm.iitkgp.ac.in

Prof. Debashish Chakravarty
Associate Dean Alumni Affairs | adeanaa@adm.iitkgp.ac.in

Students’ Alumni Cell
Office of AA & Branding

Prerit Goyal
Rohan Sachan
Abhishek Srivastava
Ashit D.M
Ashish Kumar Shah
Anurag Kumar
Monish Pappula
Shreyasi Jha
Gourav Parashar
Aditi Pasi
Chetna Srivastava
Anjani Kumar
Kajol Sahu
preritgoyal2023@gmail.com
rohan.sachan@gmail.com
abhisheshshrivastava23221@gmail.com
ashitdm@gmail.com
ashishshah090@gmail.com
anuragk.2002@gmail.com
monishpappula@gmail.com
shreyasijhaj@gmail.com
gouravparashar@gmail.com
aditipasi03102001@gmail.com
chetnasrivastava559@gmail.com
anjaniit23@gmail.com
kajolsahu23@gmail.com

Aloika Mukherjee
Anamika Das
Anirban Biswas
Arnab Moitra
Prasenjit Banerjee
Pravas Kar
rituparna.chakraborty@gmail.com
sadhank@iitkgp.ac.in
soumitra.chowdhury18@gmail.com
suman.sutrathar@gmail.com
rajesh.ghosh@iitkgp.ac.in
tapas.panda@gmail.com

Click KGP
La Obscura

Students’ Alumni Cell
Office of Dean Outreach
Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur
Pin-721302, West Bengal, India
Ph:03222-281860
Email:aa@iitkgp.ac.in | alumni@iitkgp.ac.in

Photo Credit
Fantasy is a necessary ingredient in living. It’s a way of looking at life through the wrong end of a telescope, and that enables you to laugh at life’s realities.